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40 Abstract Interactive whiteboards (IWBs) have been widely introduced to English primary 
schools (5–11 years) in the last decade and this has generated much research 
interest. In the past, research has focused on IWB-use in teacher-led sessions, 
attending particularly to the nature of teacher-pupil interaction at the IWB and 
the apparent motivational advantages for children. In contrast, this study 
focuses on children’s communication and thinking during their semi-
autonomous use of the IWB during collaborative groupwork in primary school 
science lessons, aiming in part to see if the IWB is suited to this type of use. 
Over the course of one school year, twelve primary teachers of Years 4 and 5 
(8–10 years) took part in a professional development and research programme 
which involved them in devising a sequence of three science lessons 
incorporating small-group activity at the IWB. The functionality of the IWB is 
analysed here as means for supporting the children’s joint communication and 
thinking, using embedded cues and the availability of certain features in the 
IWB technology. Our observational analysis of two examples of children’s 
collaborative activity in different classrooms, together with subsequent group 
interviews, suggests that the IWB can make some identifiable contributions to 
children’s productive communication and thinking. However the IWB is not seen 
to be an entirely distinctive or pedagogically transformative learning resource in 
the primary classroom. In our developing conceptual framework, the children’s 
knowledge building is closely related to their active engagement in using IWB 
affordances and their productive dialogue, essentially supported by the 
teacher’s scaffolding strategies, the establishment and use of “talk rules” in 
conversation, and the opportunities and constraints applying in classroom 
participation structures. These conditions help the children to deal with 
interconnected social, cognitive, and technical problems arising over time. 
Certain aspects of this form of computer-supported collaborative learning 
(CSCL) are discussed. These relate to the integration of the IWB with other 
classroom learning systems and resources, and to the nature of progression in 
children’s activity and learning with this new type of highly integrated system of 
CSCL. 
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12Abstract Interactive whiteboards (IWBs) have been widely introduced to English primary
13schools (5–11 years) in the last decade and this has generated much research interest. In the
14past, research has focused on IWB-use in teacher-led sessions, attending particularly to the
15nature of teacher-pupil interaction at the IWB and the apparent motivational advantages for
16children. In contrast, this study focuses on children’s communication and thinking during
17their semi-autonomous use of the IWB during collaborative groupwork in primary school
18science lessons, aiming in part to see if the IWB is suited to this type of use. Over the
19course of one school year, twelve primary teachers of Years 4 and 5 (8–10 years) took part
20in a professional development and research programme which involved them in devising a
21sequence of three science lessons incorporating small-group activity at the IWB. The
22functionality of the IWB is analysed here as means for supporting the children’s joint
23communication and thinking, using embedded cues and the availability of certain features
24in the IWB technology. Our observational analysis of two examples of children’s
25collaborative activity in different classrooms, together with subsequent group interviews,
26suggests that the IWB can make some identifiable contributions to children’s productive
27communication and thinking. However the IWB is not seen to be an entirely distinctive or
28pedagogically transformative learning resource in the primary classroom. In our developing
29conceptual framework, the children’s knowledge building is closely related to their active
30engagement in using IWB affordances and their productive dialogue, essentially supported
31by the teacher’s scaffolding strategies, the establishment and use of “talk rules” in
32conversation, and the opportunities and constraints applying in classroom participation
33structures. These conditions help the children to deal with interconnected social, cognitive,
34and technical problems arising over time. Certain aspects of this form of computer-
35supported collaborative learning (CSCL) are discussed. These relate to the integration of the
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36IWB with other classroom learning systems and resources, and to the nature of progression
37in children’s activity and learning with this new type of highly integrated system of CSCL.

38Keywords Collaborative groupwork . Classroom communication . Collective thinking .

39Interactive whiteboard . Primary/elementary education . Science learning .

40Teacher development
41

42Introduction

43As a result of government policy initiatives and financing in the UK, interactive
44whiteboards (IWBs) began to gain a visible and distinctive presence in English classrooms
45during the 2000s Q2(Rudd et al., 2009; Underwood et al., 2010). Young children’s direct use
46of the IWB for collaborative groupwork is a relatively recent phenomenon in English
47primary schools (5–11 years), although other forms of computer-supported collaborative
48learning (CSCL) have been employed for many years. Our intention here is to investigate
49whether the IWB has features which may support children’s collaborative communication
50and thinking in classroom activities designed by their teachers, focusing on 8–10 year olds
51(Primary Key Stage 2: Years 4 and 5). Science learning in primary school was selected as a
52potentially fruitful educational focus for this work, given its central place in the English
53primary curriculum and its wide range of conceptual and procedural learning goals.
54The basic IWB system comprises a computer linked to a data projector and a large
55touch-sensitive wall-mounted electronic board which displays projected images (“objects”)
56that can be manipulated directly by hand or with a stylus. The IWB allows direct interaction
57with text and images on the screen, as well as access to previously stored material and the
58Internet. From their early uses by teachers as stand-alone devices for presenting previously
59prepared material, IWB systems have now become more commonly understood as digital
60hubs available for different types of classroom use in combination with other electronic
61resources such as digital cameras, microscopes, and so on. Primary school science
62commonly employs different forms of technology to assist with practical investigations and
63to represent scientific knowledge and understanding, so introducing collaborative group-
64work with the IWB for research purposes was seen to be a reasonable fit with familiar
65classroom practice.
66Since the large-scale introduction of IWBs to primary and secondary schools there has been
67an extensive body of research on their educational uses, mostly focusing on teacher-led
68sessions. Particular attention has been given to the nature of teacher-pupil interaction at the
69IWB and the apparent motivational effects for children (Gillen et al. 2008; Hennessy et al.
702007; Higgins et al. 2007; Jewitt et al. 2007; Kennewell and Beauchamp 2007; Somekh et al.
712007). In this study, we shift the attention to children’s semi-autonomous, collaborative use of
72the IWB for science learning, drawing on three strands of our previous research on young
73children’s classroom learning: children’s collaborative classroom talk and learning (Mercer et
74al. 2004; Mercer and Littleton 2007); computer-supported, multimedia classroom learning in
75science and other curriculum areas (Warwick et al. 2006; Gillen et al. 2008); and primary
76teachers’ understanding of the interactive whiteboard as a tool for children’s collaborative
77learning and knowledge building (Warwick and Kershner 2008).
78It has been observed by researchers and teachers that the mere introduction of the IWB
79does not in itself have a transformative effect on classroom teaching and learning and may
80indeed reinforce familiar patterns of teacher-pupil interaction in whole-class teaching
81(Smith et al. 2006; Underwood et al., 2010). This could in part reflect the fact that, in most
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82English primary schools, IWBs were introduced without a radical change to the curriculum,
83pedagogy, or physical layout of the classroom (often simply involving the replacement of a
84plain whiteboard in approximately the same location). In such contexts, the children’s IWB
85involvement would commonly be limited to interacting with the teacher as a whole-class
86group, with some invited, teacher-led opportunities for individual pupils to approach and
87move images or write on the IWB screen. Yet many primary teachers aim to help children
88to develop as self-motivated and collaborative learners who skilfully employ a range of
89classroom resources for different purposes. A recent review of primary education in
90England suggests that a growing number of primary schools are radically developing the
91curriculum to support more active, dialogic approaches to primary learning and teaching
92(Alexander 2010). So there are potentially tensions between the ubiquitous classroom
93presence of IWBs, current government guidance on pedagogy (emphasising the value of
94IWBs for whole-class teaching), and primary teachers’ own diverse approaches and
95preferences for engaging children in active learning.
96This wider educational context of our current research is important to acknowledge
97because it influenced the nature of our exploratory research approach with the teachers and
98children. However the current educational climate was not the only reason for deciding to
99focus on this form of computer-supported collaborative learning (CSCL). Previous research
100which points to the importance of certain forms of talk for collective reasoning and
101learning, in turn draws attention to the many factors and conditions that may support or
102hinder effective communication in computer-supported and other learning environments.
103Mercer and Littleton (2007) remark on three general conditions for groups of children to
104think together productively and advance their understanding: sufficient time and
105opportunity to engage with a suitable task; tools for pursuing the tasks and recording
106outcomes; and interactive skills to work together effectively (including the active learning
107of “talk rules” about questioning, listening, and so on). Productive talk depends not only on
108the children’s communicative skills but also on their shared purpose in the activity, which is
109developed through the processes of communication and supports that communication. Yet
110communication is known to be multimodal and situated. Pea (1994), in his discussion of
111CSCL, writes eloquently about the “social and material embeddedness of everyday
112communication”:

113114 Q3Conversations and interactions in everyday life take place in a rich referential field.
115The dense texture of human bodily orientation, gesture, and facial expression are
116known to communicate and continually transform on a moment-to-moment basis
117affective, cognitive, and social dimensions of relationships. Just as profoundly, there
118is a material environment to which attention can be directed, by gaze, pointing, and
119other means, in this conversational space. It, too, is transformed on a moment-to-
120moment basis. This material environment certainly includes physical objects, but it is
121also likely to include external representations, or inscriptions, such as writing and
122sketches, and in more formal settings, whether in school or work, such symbolic
123artifacts as equations, diagrams, maps, and designs. (p. 286)
124

125Pea’s account of the material environment draws attention to what may be the particular
126potential of the IWB in the classroom context for focusing children’s attention and
127communication on the external representations of their thinking on the large screen, and
128hence supporting their productive talk and learning. The IWB offers a quite radical change
129in perspective for young children’s computer use in the ordinary classroom. Its screen is
130very large compared to PCs and laptops, and it is vertically mounted. The children stand in
131front of it, reach up and move around freely rather than sit at their tables. The large screen
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132potentially makes their work publicly available to the teacher and other children across the
133whole classroom. One of our research concerns with the teacher group was, therefore, to
134acknowledge such factors in the classroom environment and clearly contextualise our
135investigation of how the IWB’s affordances to support learning were employed by the
136children to think collectively.

137Theoretical background and conceptual framework

138Our analysis of children’s IWB use for collaborative science learning in the primary
139classroom is informed by a Vygotskian, sociocultural understanding of the ways in which
140thinking and learning may be shared between those involved in any purposeful activity.
141This perspective on school learning emphasises the importance of the communications,
142social interactions, and relationships between children and teachers in historical and cultural
143context (Daniels 2001; Palincsar 1998; Wertsch 1991). With regard to computer technology,
144we also acknowledge the influence of Hutchins (2005), who discusses the blending of
145material artefacts and cognition as a fundamental human process, which both stabilises and
146extends the way people think about the world and achieve their ends.
147In examining children’s talk at the IWB, we draw on Mercer’s (2004) sociocultural
148discourse analysis, which he describes as “…an integrated set of methods and procedures
149…(designed) to understand how spoken language is used as a tool for thinking collectively”
150(p. 138). This approach uses qualitative and quantitative data, retaining the talk transcripts
151as the primary focus of analysis. Depending on the specific research focus, it can combine
152close interpretive attention to dialogue in individual episodes occurring at different times in
153the data with comparative textual analysis of key words and phrases across a representative
154sample of cases.
155This analytic approach acknowledges the historical and dynamic aspects of talk, which
156mediate joint intellectual activity. Historical aspects of institutional and cultural contexts are
157recognised as well as the speakers’ own past experience and relationships. In addition,
158collective thinking is seen to be dynamic in that the development of shared understanding is
159based on a shifting basis of common knowledge and meaning. The fundamental need to
160acknowledge these and other temporal aspects of learners’ interaction and dialogue has
161been a recently converging interest in the CSCL field, with methodological implications for
162tracing conversation over time and looking closely at sequences of interaction (Mercer
1632008; Sarmiento and Stahl 2008; Suthers et al. 2010).
164One of the principles of Mercer’s sociocultural discourse analysis lies in the use of a
165frame of reference for understanding children’s group talk in the form of a deliberately
166simple typology: disputational, cumulative, and exploratory (2004, p. 146). Disputational
167talk is characterised by disagreements, by individualised decision making, and by short,
168often confrontational, interchanges between speakers. It is often associated with competitive
169classroom behaviour and poor learning outcomes. Cumulative talk involves speakers in
170friendly discourse with positive but uncritical exchanges that build toward a common
171understanding through accumulated repetition, confirmation, and elaboration. This is often
172useful at certain points of a task, such as the initial sharing of ideas. Exploratory talk, which
173is seen to be most closely associated with productive learning, represents constructively
174critical engagement with each other’s ideas, based on reasoned justification and explicit
175consideration of alternative views (see also Barnes 2008). This typology is not presented by
176Mercer as the basis for an observational coding system because this would extract the talk
177from the social and temporal context. In addition, episodes of talk are seen to have typical
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178features rather than falling into clearly defined categories, so judgement and discussion is
179involved in interpretation. Mercer suggests that the typology is a useful heuristic device for
180perceiving the nature and direction of group talk at any one time and, moreover, “…very
181useful for explaining the principles and outcomes of discourse analysis to ‘users’ of
182research, such as teachers” (p. 146). This last point might be understood as finding an
183appropriate “grain size” for analysing features of children’s talk meaningfully in a mixed
184research group with teachers—a point directly relevant to the current study. In previous
185work with a small teacher research network, also focusing on use of the interactive
186whiteboard as a tool for children’s collaborative learning and knowledge building, we found
187that the teachers and Faculty researchers could effectively carry out joint data analysis and
188reflection with reference to explicit concepts of sociocultural theory, classroom talk, and
189learning—including the exploratory, cumulative, and disputational talk typology outlined
190above (Warwick and Kershner 2008).

191The development of a conceptual framework

192In general, the success of children’s collaborative groupwork is known by teachers and
193researchers to depend to a greater or lesser extent on a number of interacting factors, not all
194of which are within the teacher’s immediate control. When considering IWB use
195specifically, relevant factors may vary in their specificity to the IWB or classroom practice
196in general, and in how they refer to the characteristics and relationships of children, the
197teacher, the IWB, the classroom, school, or beyond (Warwick and Kershner 2008).
198Our current conceptual framework and working model, given in Fig. 1, summarises the
199factors and relationships seen in this research to be most relevant to children’s collaborative
200activity with the IWB. This version of the model was developed during our data analysis. It
201has evolved over time, serving at each review both to represent the research team’s thinking
202and to guide further discussion and data analysis. It is given here to acknowledge the wider
203context of the lesson observations given later in this paper.
204The model in Fig. 1 shows the centrality of a shared dynamic dialogic space, in which
205the children’s communication is the basis for knowledge building. The children’s apparent
206engagement in the set task, including their dialogue and their use of IWB affordances, is
207understood to be supported by the teacher’s guiding role and the wider classroom
208participation structures, all developing over time. Omitted from this diagram, but also seen
209as important, are relevant factors in the surrounding historical, cultural, and political
210context, such as the government support for placing IWBs in primary classrooms outlined
211earlier.
212The central notion of the shared dynamic dialogic space is the focal point of the
213children’s collective reasoning and co-construction of knowledge (Mercer et al. 2010). This
214concept draws on Wegerif’s (2007) notion of “dialogic space” as “…a social realm of
215activity within which people can think and act collectively” (p. 2). Wegerif argues for a
216significant shift toward dialogic ways of thinking as a fundamental educational aim, with
217related implications for computer use and CSCL. In the eyes of teachers and children,
218certain forms of computer technology may afford specific motivations, opportunities, and
219supports for productive talk and learning. However task design, software, and hardware can
220also hinder or distract learners in their goals. In the current study, the shared aim in the
221research group was to create conditions in each classroom to enhance the children’s
222productive communication at the IWB. The children’s interactions were then analysed for
223signs of where the IWB appeared to offer resources for supporting effective collaborative
224reasoning (linking dialogic space with children’s active participation and knowledge
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225building in Fig. 1). Over time, the dialogic activity and knowledge building are understood
226to feed back to influence the thinking and future actions of the teacher and the children
227(dotted arrows).
228The supporting conditions for children’s collaborative learning at the IWB are
229represented partly in Fig. 1 by the connection of teacher mediation with dialogic space.
230Three main types of teacher activity include: the use of IWB affordances to set up the task
231(although note that children also perceive their own IWB affordances, which may not match
232the teacher’s thinking); the use of other dialogic and interpersonal scaffolding strategies for
233supporting the children’s talk and group activity (including the introduction of “talk rules”
234mentioned above); and the teacher’s influence on classroom participation structures. The
235participation structures, defined by Cazden (1986, p. 437) as “…the rights and obligations
236of participants with respect to who can say what, when, and to whom,” appear in the
237establishment of the classroom ethos and the use of accepted routines as well as moment-to-
238moment social interactions. Specific participation structures (such as co-operative turn
239taking) provide opportunities and constraints for children’s active participation at the IWB,
240as discussed later in this paper. However, they may in turn be affected (double arrow) by the

Fig. 1 A model of collaborative activity at the IWB
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241introduction of new patterns of group interaction during children’s increasingly independent
242use of the IWB resource and classroom space previously held by the teacher.
243The central idea of dialogic space as collective thinking constituted in talk can be related
244to the concept of joint problem space (JPS) applied by some CSCL researchers. Sarmiento
245and Stahl (2008) trace the development of the JPS concept from its apparent information-
246processing origins in individualised constructions of problem space to the irreducible
247collective phenomenon by which shared problem-solving activity is constituted in the
248collaborative coordination of communication and representation (Teasley and Roschelle
2491993). In line with previous analyses of small group research, the JPS is seen by Sarmiento
250and Stahl to be both cognitive and social in that participants attend to their social relations
251as well as the cognitive problem itself. Further, in their analysis of online Virtual Math
252Teams, Sarmiento and Stahl (p. 5) point to the evident temporal unfolding of activity, such
253that the group is variously oriented toward the knowledge artifacts relevant to the problem-
254at-hand, the management of participation, and the relationships between current, past, and
255future activity. Looking back to the typology of exploratory, cumulative, and disputational
256talk used in our own study, it appears that the cognitive orientation to collective reasoning is
257foregrounded in episodes of talk with exploratory features. Exploratory talk visibly
258indicates that speakers have internalised ways of talking to each other constructively about
259the problem-at-hand. In contrast, both cumulative and disputational talk (commonly
260associated with overtly friendly or more confrontational interactions) tend to highlight
261social aspects of the management of participation, which has yet to be fully resolved. This
262may hinder the development of the constructively challenging conversation that is required
263to move forward certain forms of collective reasoning and learning. Although it should be
264noted again that cumulative talk can be very appropriate for certain types of group activity
265and collective thinking.

266Research questions and methodology

267Our initial exploratory research question was: How do children use the IWB when
268working together on science-related activities? This open question was seen as necessary
269for a new field of school-based research, to allow for a first phase of discussion within the
270research group about aspects of the children’s group activity that appeared to be socially,
271cognitively, or otherwise educationally significant in each class context. As the project
272progressed, we focused on different aspects of cross-case data analysis relating centrally
273to the following areas and the connections between them: the children’s talk and other
274forms of interaction; the teacher’s role; and the IWB functionality. In this paper, we focus
275mainly on the relationship between the children’s collaborative communication and
276thinking as evidenced in their talk and other forms of interaction, and in their use of IWB
277functionalities.
278Twelve class teachers and their pupils (aged 8–10 years) participated, all based in
279schools in the East of England. In our recruitment of participants for this project, we sought
280to involve teachers and schools who were already promoting collaborative learning and
281who expressed an interest in working further in this way as part of a professional
282development and research network. The teachers needed to have some familiarity and skills
283with IWB use, although not necessarily applied to children’s collaborative groupwork in
284science. The pupils were novice IWB users, although they had observed their teacher’s use
285of this technology in class. One group of three children in each class was identified by the
286teacher as the “target” group for our observations over the course of three lessons. Most
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287teachers selected target groups that included children of at least average attainment who
288were felt to be responsive and unlikely to be worried by the classroom filming. Several
289target groups were already used to working together in class as established “talk partners”
290across the curriculum.

291Research group meetings with teachers

292The first Faculty-based meetings with teachers included discussion of academic material on
293collaborative group work structures, classroom talk and knowledge building, and social and
294cognitive aspects of collaborative learning. The teachers were introduced to the analytic
295framework of three types of talk—exploratory, disputational, and cumulative—discussed
296above. They were also given demonstration planning materials regarding classroom “talk
297rule” activities for children (Dawes et al. 2003; Dawes 2008), and how these could be
298applied in collaborative science activities with the IWB. The teachers planned and
299facilitated IWB activities that they saw as appropriate for children in their own class
300contexts, drawing on the shared understanding of learning principles discussed in the initial
301research group meetings. As the project continued, the teachers attended further Faculty-
302based meetings at which they brought samples of their own observational analyses for
303discussion and reflection on emerging findings.

304Data gathering

305A series of 3 lessons was videoed in each classroom, providing over 30 h of video
306recordings, employing one fixed and one roving camera focusing on the group activity.
307This was combined with the gathering of other related data through field notes, pupil
308interviews, teacher discussions, teachers’ written commentaries, and other documentation
309including the IWB screen records. All relevant data was transcribed for analysis, using
310conventions of standard spelling and punctuation to represent interpreted speech, the
311inclusion of non-word utterances when seen to have communicative function, and
312additional comments on other features of talk and nonverbal interaction (Mercer 2004).
313The project followed British Educational Research Association guidelines on ethical
314research (BERA 2004). All children’s names have been changed.

315Data analysis

316We created analysis tables for each teacher’s series of three lessons, identifying themes and
317strategies that were pursued across episodes and lessons. Case studies were compiled,
318focusing on the target group activity at the IWB, supported by contextual information on
319the classroom. Teachers and researchers took part in the iterative process of selecting
320episodes of interest from the videos, sharing and reviewing these, and gradually building a
321sense of their significance through within-case and cross-case analysis. Our initial selection
322of episodes focused on instances of children’s exploratory science talk accompanied by
323direct use of, or reference to the IWB. This was then supplemented with searches across the
324data set for episodes with specific features of emerging interest (e.g., physical movement)
325and for counter-examples (e.g., extensive disputes or disengagement in the group). We
326analysed children’s activity and communication in three connected ways: the identification
327of sections of talk with exploratory, cumulative, or disputational features; the more fine-
328grained analysis of sequential utterances; and the associated nonverbal references such as
329gesture and gaze.
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330The children’s observable activity is located within a generic “problem solving”
331framework of task functions and processes (i.e., representing and acting on the problem;
332monitoring and evaluation; and completion and presentation of outcomes). This is intended
333to offer a way of focusing attention on identifiable elements of the children’s
334communication and thinking at a level that can potentially be matched with the task and
335the IWB functionality. However, it should be noted that this labelling does not necessarily
336match the children’s own representations of their work. With reference to the notion of JPS
337discussed earlier, the children’s emerging “problems” appear to lie variously in the social
338and cognitive domains of tackling the task set by the teacher, finding ways to work
339together, scientific thinking, solving technical difficulties, and so on.

340Lesson observations and analysis

341This section includes a qualitative analysis of group activity in two different classes. The
342first was selected as an example of a lesson in which the children’s conversation and
343collective thinking became more explicit and coordinated over time. The second is
344discussed more briefly as a contrasting example of a lesson in which the children engaged
345in relatively stable patterns of communication as the lesson continued. The lessons are
346summarised in Table 1, with reference to the general task functions and processes, the
347apparent focus of the collective thinking, and the relevant IWB functionality and
348affordance.
349The selected lessons both relate to an open-ended IWB group activity which was
350commonly set up by the teachers, often at the start of a new topic. This generally involved
351the children in categorising certain items into sets or otherwise sharing ideas about certain
352phenomena and relationships (e.g., food chains, light sources, and so on). The items or
353problems were often deliberately ambiguous and challenging, because the teachers each
354took on the research group’s aims of stimulating productive dialogue between the children
355as an end in itself as well as a basis for collaborative knowledge building.

356A. “Dark or light?”

357This first example involves Patricia, Katherine, and Lianne as the target group working
358together at the IWB on a categorisation activity. This is the first lesson in a unit on “lights
359and shadows” and the two main tasks are to decide together on whether items are “light” or
360“dark,” and then a “light source” or “not a light source.” At the start of lesson, the teacher is
361sitting at the IWB talking to the whole class of children gathered in front of her. She refers

t1.1 Table 1 Summary of selected lesson episodes illustrating collective thinking in scientific discussions

t1.2 Title of episode General task functions
and processes

Focus of collective
thinking

IWB functionality and affordance

t1.3 A. ‘Dark or light?’ Representing and acting
on the perceived task

Offering alternative ideas Copy and paste; drag and drop;
visual feedback from large
screen.

t1.4 B. ‘Animals’ teeth’ Planning, monitoring,
evaluating and
presenting results

Sharing knowledge;
Developing strategies
for visual representation

Drawing and erasing on
large screen; visual feedback;
physical working space around
IWB and surrounding area.
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362to the IWB, which has a question written on it: “What do you know about light and
363shadows?” accompanied by two question marks below on right and left. The teacher begins
364as follows to the whole class:

365366 Q3….we’re starting a new unit, a new bit of work on light and shadows, and what we’re
367going to do today is just have a little think about what you already know, ok?
368

369She introduces the activity as “word sorting.” Most of the children in the class will be
370using bags which contain words printed on cards for sorting out on their tables. The IWB
371group has the equivalent on the IWB screen. The teacher asks the children to decide as a
372group where to put each word. In this context, she reminds them of their “speaking and
373listening rules” as listed on another IWB screen:
374

375
37800.02.39 379Teacher 380…remember: Talking helps you think; Respecting
381each others’ ideas; Make sure everyone is asked
382what they think; Make sure you’ve thought of all
383the choices before you decide; And make sure that
384everyone agrees. Ok...?

385The teacher has switched to another
386IWB screen and reads out the rules

387

388This explicit approach to reminding children of the established “talk rules” and reasons
389for them, and engaging the whole class in conversation about these at the start of lessons,
390was discussed in the initial teacher meetings and it proved to be common in many of the
391lessons observed.
392At the start of the lesson, the IWB group is mainly concerned with considering their
393options and deciding on possible answers. Katherine takes the lead in holding the IWB pen.
394She is standing nearest the screen on the right with Patricia next to her and then Lianne on
395the left in a rough semicircle. (Lianne is noticeably shorter than the other two and later has
396some difficulty reaching to the top of the screen.) As the lesson continues, the children
397systematically take turns with the pen as they tackle each new item from the virtual pile of
398cards at the bottom of the IWB screen on the right. The “Earth” card, which is the only one
399that has a picture as well as the written word, is selected first:

400 Q4Extract 1:

401

402
4051 40600.05:12 407Katherine: 408The earth, that’s…… 409K. moves ‘The Earth’ card to the
410middle of the board and remains with
411her finger pointing close to the word.

4132 41400.05:13 415Lianne: 416That could be light and dark, because
417… I think it’s light and dark because…
418

4203 42100.05:16 422Patricia: 423Shall we copy and paste it because…? 424P. is now pointing up towards the IWB
425formatting icons, while K. is still
426pointing to the Earth card. Lianne
427keeps her hands down throughout.

4294 43000.05:19 431Katherine: 432No hang on a second 433The children’s talk is rapid and
434overlapping; K. is clicking and
435dragging the Earth image on the IWB,
436but she seems to be mainly trying out
437the movement rather than clearly
438directing it one way or another.

4405 44100.05:22 442Lianne: 443I think it’s better because half, because
444—um—over the other side of the world
445K. keeps her finger on the Earth card on
446the board, but she and P. both turn to
447look at L. while she’s speaking.
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4496 45000.05:24 451Katherine: 452No because it goes, because it goes
453around, so like this is the sun…
454K. rolls her arms round each other as she
455talks about the sun and earth revolving.
456K. continues this gesturing while L. is
457also talking, turning first to P. (apparently
458for confirmation of her ideas) and then to
459L. A shadow of her gesturing hands
460appears on the IWB, although the
461children do not refer to this.

4637 46400.05:26 465Lianne: 466Because half of the world is light 467

4698 47000.05:27 471Patricia: 472At some point, at some point … 473P. does not finish what she wants to say.

4759 47600.05:30 477Lianne: 478And the other, say when we’re dark,
479the other side of the world is light, and
480when they’re dark we’re light

481L. touches P.’s arm and now has the
482attention of both K and P.

48410 48500.05:33 486Katherine: 487Yeah 488K. and P. both nod, and make eye
489contact with each other as they speak
490simultaneously.

49211 49300.05:33 494Patricia: 495Yeah 496

49812 49900.05:34 500Lianne: 501So that’s what I think, yeah 502L. concludes her argument and P. speaks
503almost simultaneously (Line 13).

50513 50600.05:34 507Patricia: 508So it’s the same 509All the children are now looking
510towards the Earth card on the IWB. L.
511has her hands on her hips—she has not
512reached out towards the IWB in all the
513time she’s been talking. Neither has P.,
514except for her initial pointing when she
515says ‘copy/paste’ (Line 3); she keeps
516her hand near her body.

51814 51900.05:37 520Katherine: 521No, no, no the sun makes the light and
522the sun goes round the earth don’t it?
523No, the earth goes round the sun, so
524there’s, that’s….So it’s like that isn’t it?

525K. is now turned towards the IWB and
526has her hand on the Earth card; When
527she says ‘the sun goes round the earth,
528she moves her arm in a circular motion
529round the Earth card, echoing her
530previous gestures (Line 6). When she
531goes on to say the earth goes round the
532sun she brings her left hand up and
533moves it round her right hand in a
534demonstration. She is looking at the
535card rather than the other children.

537538539540P. and L. both have their hands down
541and are looking towards the Earth card.
542This resembles a ‘teacher’ stance by K.
543at the IWB screen, half-turned away
544from the other two looking upwards.

54615 54700.05:45 548Patricia: 549Yeah I think we should copy and paste
550and then put one in each
551

55316 55400.05:47 555Lianne: 556Yeah 557

55917 56000.05:49 561Patricia: 562I’ll copy them 563P. reaches to touch the IWB for the first
564time, up to the icon at the top of the IWB.
565
566

567This extract then continues for about half a minute with rapid activity and elliptical talk
568about cutting and pasting in which the children work out between them how to use the copy and
569paste function on the IWB to create “two earths” in order to place one in each set. K is the only
570one touching the IWB throughout, except for one occasion when P. moves the Earth card at the
571top left, apparently just to check it can still move on the board. K. and P. have a minor argument
572(I’ll do it…. no I’ll do it… you’re always doing it…) which K. ends at 00.06:14 saying “This is
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573my one,” apparently confirming her rights during her IWB turn. At 00.06:22, Patricia takes
574over, bringing up the next word: SEE. They cannot decide how to place this one and, therefore,
575place it at the bottom left of the screen, returning to it later in the lesson (see Extract 3).
576The main part of this initial episode, which lasts less than a minute (Lines 1–17), is
577difficult to understand in terms of the spoken language alone because much of what is said
578has essential visual, physical, or social referents. The tone is good-humoured throughout,
579but the group experiences a split in thinking at a very early stage when Patricia quickly
580suggests the “copy and paste” strategy directly after Lianne speaks about the earth being
581both “light and dark” (Lines 2 and 3). From that point, Lianne tends to follow her own line
582of argument, regarding the light and dark sides of the earth (Lines 2, 5, 7, 9, and 12).
583Katherine responds to her after a few seconds with “No because ….” (Line 6) and then
584continues to develop her own ideas about the orbiting earth. She supports this with her
585physical demonstrations (Lines 6 and 14) and—in holding the pen—she retains control of
586the final decision about where to place the earth card. Katherine and Lianne do not succeed
587in bringing their separate scientific arguments together, and Patricia’s persistence with the
588copy-and-paste idea is eventually accepted by both of them after Patricia restates her view
589about what they should do and reaches to the screen for the first time (Line 17). The
590children then engage collectively in the technical challenge of working out the copy-and-
591paste function. When they finally succeed in producing “two earths” for placement in both
592columns (00.06:07), Lianne comments, “There you go, now you’ve got two earths”—
593notably saying the distancing “you” rather than “we.”
594At this early stage in the lesson, it is only Katherine and Patricia who engage with the
595IWB technology. Lianne does not touch the IWB in the entire time and tends to keep her
596hands at her sides. The interplay of talk, eye contact, and bodily positioning between
597Katherine and Patricia gives the impression of a more equal social relationship from which
598Lianne is excluded. Yet Lianne does participate in the conversation through her scientific
599argument and her affirmations of the other two’s actions.
600As the lesson proceeds, the group continues to use the copy-and-paste function to allow
601duplicated responses. In the next extract, it is now Lianne’s turn and she selects
602“SHADOW.” We see here that Lianne is relatively silent during her turn with the IWB.
603Katherine and Patricia begin to reason together from Line 19, but this is quickly ended by
604Katherine’s suggestion that they copy and paste as before (Line 24). The rest of the extract
605demonstrates Lianne’s technical capability (Line 25), Katherine’s apparent technical
606knowledge of the need to touch the screen one at a time (Line 29), and a short period of
607subsequent collaborative IWB interaction between all three.

608 Q4Extract 2:

609

610
61318 61400.07:02 615Patricia: 616Shadow 617L. moves the card from the pile at bottom right of
618the IWB and stands with her finger on while P.
619and K. go on to talk about where to put it.

621622Katherine: 623Shadow 624

62619 62700.07:03 628Patricia: 629I think that goes in more
630dark
631

63320 63400.07:05 635Katherine: 636That’s dark, yeah,
637shadow in dark …
638

64021 64100.07:05 642Patricia: 643Because you make
644shadows with the dark,
645don’t you?

646
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64822 64900.07:07 650Katherine: 651No, no, no, no, you make
652shadows with the light.
653L. is looking at the other two and moves the card
654towards the centre line, from the bottom left.

65623 65700.07:10 658Patricia: 659Oh yeah, you… 660

66224 66300.07:11 664Katherine: 665But the shadow is dark, so
666shall we copy and paste it?
667

66925 67000.07:14 671Lianne: 672Yeah 673She moves the card a little to the left, perhaps just to be in
674easier reach, then uses the mouse right click menu on the
675touch screen to find the copy function (unlike P.’s
676previous strategy of reaching up to the icons at the top of
677the board). Lianne quickly produces two cards—and
678moves one up toward the top right of the screen.

68026 68100.07:21 682Katherine: 683you can’t reach 684(Laughing, not unkindly)

68627 68700.07:22 688Lianne: 689no 690(Laughing)

69228 69300.07:24 694Patricia: 695There you go… 696She reaches behind L and moves the other shadow
697card towards top left.

69929 70000.07:25 701Katherine: 702No, Patricia—you can’t
703do it at the same time…
704K. and L. then complete by arranging SHADOWon
705the list below the Earth cards, K. dealing with the
706right hand column and L. the left hand one. Generally
707good-humoured interaction.
708

709

710The children go on to the next cards and continue to use the copy-and-paste option regularly
711when they cannot agree. At several points of this lesson, the children’s activity focuses entirely
712on sorting out technical difficulties, often persisting for several minutes. As the lesson
713continues, there are signs that the extensive, repetitive use of the copy-and-paste function, and
714the screen evidence available as visual feedback to them, serves a useful purpose in
715representing their progress through the activity (see Fig. 2 for a sample screenshot).
716From a cognitive perspective, it could appear that the children’s use of copy and paste is
717becoming too automatic and easy for them, in effect closing down discussion too quickly
718(bearing in mind that an extended search for resolution can itself aid cognitive growth, (Howe
719and Tolmie 2003)). However, the children are not unaware of this. At 00.10:52, Patricia says
720“I think we’ve copied and pasted all of them so far,” and then a few minutes later:

721722 Q300.12:10 Patricia: I think I’m getting used to this. (laughs)
72372400.12:13 Lianne: Yeah, we’re getting too used to copy / paste, copy / paste.
725726(L. says the last words in a staccato repetitive fashion, with apparent good-humour.)

Fig. 2 “Dark or light?”—the
final IWB screen with “two
earths” and other copied cards
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727Patricia and Lianne’s comments here seem to be acknowledging their shared history so
728far in the use of copy/paste. The role switching that had its origins in the children’s
729agreement about systematic turn taking does not now just refer to whose turn it is to touch
730the IWB screen. There is also evidence of switching in the participation in Extract 2
731compared to Extract 1: Lianne remains silent, Patricia offers some scientific thinking and
732Katherine now suggests that they copy and paste.
733In the next extract at 18 min into the lesson, the children return to the card “SEE” which
734they had left aside earlier. It is Katherine’s turn:

735 Q4Extract 3:

736

737
74030 74100.18:10 742Patricia: 743I think ‘see’ might be light 744K. moves the SEE card up the screen
745and enlarges it a little. She begins to
746move it diagonally downwards to the
747right (dark) side.

74933 75000.18:12 751Katherine: 752Why? 753This is the first sign of the use of a ‘talk
754rule’—i.e. asking for reasons or
755elaboration.

75732 75800.18:13 759Patricia: 760Because… 761

76333 76400.18:14 765Lianne: 766Yeah, good idea Katherine, why? 767This affirmation seems to be referring to
768K.’s use of the talk rules in saying ‘why’.

77034 77100.18:18 772Patricia: 773In dark you can’t, I’m not being, I don’t
774know? You just can’t see it, can you?
775K. has now brought her arm down and both
776she and L. are turned towards P. (away
777from the IWB) as P. gives her explanation.
778Note the apologetic ‘I’m not being…’.

78035 78100.18:21 782Katherine: 783You can’t see what? 784Again K. invites more explanation from P.

78636 78700.18:22 788Patricia: 789Dark 790

79237 79300.18:23 794Lianne: 795You can’t see through dark basically. 796L. provides a fuller statement,
797apparently completing P.’s idea.

799800801802K. now turns back to the IWB, and lifts
803her hand to touch the SEE card.

80538 80600.18:26 807Katherine: 808You can’t see dark, you can see. Oh no,
809no, no you can both because like, say
810it’s light here, but when I see to, when
811I’m in the dark I can see it’s dark. I
812know it’s dark.

813K. first reduces the size of the SEE
814card, as though ready to decide and
815move it to the right place. However
816when she begins ‘say it’s light here’
817she turns towards the other two with
818her back to the board and gestures her
819arms up and down firmly as she
820explains her more idea.

82239 82300.18:34 824Lianne: 825Yeah 826In a tone that sounds as though she’s
827been convinced by K.’s explanation,
828and K. turns towards her.

83040 83100.18:36 832Patricia: 833I’m not sure. I think we should copy
834and paste
835This is said quickly while K. is already
836turned the IWB and beginning to the
837move the card up towards the dark
838column on the right.

84041 84100.18:38 842Lianne: 843Yeah, copy and paste it Patricia 844

84642 84700.18:40 848Patricia: 849Because we’ve got lots of reasons for
850both, haven’t we?
851

85342 85400.18:44 855Lianne: 856Yeah, we’ve got too many reasons for
857both.
858As they’re talking K. uses the menu to
859copy, without further comment and
860moves the second SEE down to the
861bottom left in the ‘light’ list.
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86343 86400.18:46 865Patricia: 866Right, go to the page sorter and do the
867next one.
868Her ‘right’ is timed as K. completes the
869move of SEE down to the bottom left
870corner. P. is in effect moving them on
871to the next exercise..
872

873In this extract (Lines 30–35), there are signs of more productive exploratory talk
874strategies in the children’s use of “I think,” “why,” “because,” and so on. Lianne in
875particular acts to support and facilitate the discussion by supporting Katherine’s question
876“why?” (Line 33) and by expanding on the meaning of Patricia’s idea about see and dark
877(Line 37). Katherine (Line 38) then offers her own further reasoning: “You can’t see dark,
878you can see…when I’m in the dark I can see it’s dark. I know it’s dark.” She decides for
879herself that this means that SEE is “both,” and she goes on to copy and paste the card
880without further reference to Patricia and Lianne. They do not object (Lines 40–42), but their
881talk here is a general further comment on how they have been using copy and paste in the
882whole activity. This might indicate what they have learned so far in the activity about the
883existence of multiple views. Functionally it may be acting as a type of temporal bridging
884activity (Sarmiento and Stahl 2008) between the different episodes of activity. After several
885previous examples of indecision or unresolved placements, Patricia and Lianne are now
886more explicit in justifying their use of the technical function of copy/paste with having “lots
887of reasons.” However, this is as far as their reasoning goes on this occasion. They do not
888specifically respond to Katherine’s argument about the placement of SEE—a word which in
889scientific terms presents a genuine dilemma for this or any group.
890The activity continues with some further signs of reasoned argument within the group
891and a mix of opinion brought into the conversation. The next and final brief example is
892typical of talk with some exploratory features, although it is still not a fully coordinated and
893extended conversation. The children are now working on the second activity of “light
894source/not a light source” and it is Lianne’s turn at the IWB.

895 Q4Extract 4:
896

897
90044 90100.25:37 902Lianne: 903Sun, that gives light 904L. selects ‘sun’ from the pile of word card
905images at the bottom right of the IWB and
906moves it towards her on the left.

90845 90900.25:39 910Katherine: 911That gives light…because it’s like
912warm and it’s fire, so fire is light
913and light is…

914L. keeps her finger on the image and reduces
915its size, as they’ve been doing with some of
916the others. She moves it down a little.

91846 91900.25:45 920Lianne: 921We’re talking about the sun
922Katherine, and the sun’s not fire
923L. moves the sun card clearly towards the left
924list, takes her finger off and turns to listen to P.

92647 92700.25:48 928Patricia: 929When you’re outside or
930something, it’s light isn’t it?
931L. is continuing to tidy the IWB screen while
932P. is talking.

93448 93500.25:53 936Katherine: 937The sun is fire … honestly 938K. andP. are standing back a little talking to each
939other while L. walks across the right of the IWB
940to extend the screen in order to fit a previous
941item, ‘glow worm’, properly on the left hand
942list. L. is still not taking part in the discussion,
943having quickly placed the sun as a light source,
944but disagreeing about whether it’s ‘fire’. 945

946In this extract, all the children offer some reasoning, but the most extensive discussion is
947between Katherine and Patricia. This may be because Lianne decides very quickly that the
948sun is a light source (Line 44), and she follows this thinking through to her final placement
949of the card. It is her IWB turn and she does not engage at any length with Katherine and
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950Patricia’s reasoning or indicate that she is persuaded by Katherine’s assertion that “the sun
951is fire, honestly…” (Line 48). Katherine and Patricia both give reasons for placing SUN in
952the “light” column, although the nature of their reasoning differs: Katherine seems to
953employ formal science thinking in attempting to connect the sun with light, warmth, and
954fire (Line 45). In contrast, Patricia offers more direct reference to her life experience of
955going outside in the light (Line 47).
956By this point of the lesson, the pattern of the children’s participation and communication
957has changed in that their talk includes more extended utterances and more coordinated
958thinking, although the exploratory conversation between the three of them is still not very
959extended. The subsequent group interview with this group indicated that the children are
960not unaware of the classroom “talk rules” they have been learning, as also hinted at by
961Lianne in Extract 3. When asked “what do you think your teacher wanted you to learn in
962those lessons?” they responded in turn:

963964 Q3How to talk properly together as a group.
965966…Instead of shouting over each other, and agreeing as a group.

967968When then asked why the talk rules are useful, they also respond with a social emphasis:

969970They’re easier, instead of arguing all the time.
971972…and people speak over each other sometimes.
973

974Later in the interview, one child remarks in the context of further discussion about
975working together at the IWB: “… it’s like one of our talk rules, ‘Talking together helps you
976think,’” but this formal knowledge is not entirely evident in their group activity on this
977occasion. In practice during this lesson, the children appear to be focusing on the social
978uses of the talk rules, not their potential role in helping them cognitively to think and learn
979together. This point is supported in a later interview comment. After being asked whether
980the IWB had helped them to share ideas, the group agreed that it did for the following
981reason:

982983 Q3Because we had one thing and we were taking turns and all that, and that was sharing.
984And then we were like: “we’ve got to think about this quicker, I want to move it
985again.” And it’s like we want to get it done and we want to do the work more on the
986whiteboard than we do on paper.
987

988This comment clearly links the turn-taking structure that the group adopted with sharing
989the IWB, not sharing their ideas. It also highlights the motivation of working with the IWB
990(“I want to move it again”) which leads them to prefer the IWB to paper when doing the
991work. The next interview comment confirms the novelty value for them: “...because we
992never get to use it.” The children also see a public-spirited classroom role in their IWB
993work, as a demonstration to others of how to work together fairly and how to tackle the
994task:

995996 Q3And it was helpful for the other people who were doing it on paper to show that we
997can share ideas instead of keeping them all to yourself.
998999…if somebody wasn’t on the board they wouldn’t get what to do…
10001001So we could probably show them as well as being filmed.
1002

1003This combination of observation and interview evidence brings out the ways in which
1004this group, at this very early stage in their collaborative IWB use, are prioritising the
1005management of their participation. They are also thinking about sharing with classmates
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1006what they seem to see as their good fortune in working with the IWB. It is important to
1007acknowledge this thinking as progress in using a classroom resource in a new way, rather
1008than focusing on what could otherwise appear to be a relative failure in productive science
1009learning. The children’s activity matches the teacher’s lesson aims on this occasion in
1010talking about aspects of “light and dark” while using the IWB collaboratively. However,
1011educational action would probably need to be taken to ensure future progress in learning.
1012For instance, one strategy could be to take an extract of the group’s embryonic and
1013individual exploratory contributions as a basis for discussion with the children about how
1014the established talk rules could be used to develop conversation further in this case.

1015B. Animals’ teeth

1016The following briefer example, in a second classroom, illustrates a different type of
1017collaborative IWB activity. It offers a contrast with the “Light and Dark” group’s interaction
1018over time in that the “Animals’ Teeth” group’s collaborative conversation and reasoning is more
1019established from the start and it remains relatively stable throughout. The lesson objective in the
1020teacher’s plan is for the children to consider what the teeth of various animals are like and why.
1021The first activity calls on the children to “discuss, sketch, and annotate what the teeth of various
1022animals might look like.” So the IWB group is potentially involved in sharing ideas and
1023representing them by drawing on the large screen. The lesson begins with a teacher-led
1024discussion with the whole class in which several animals are considered in terms of their
1025distinctive feeding characteristics, particularly their teeth. This follows on from a lesson the
1026previous week on the topic of animals’ adaptation to their environments. As in the Light and
1027Dark lesson, the teacher had planned the lesson for one group to work on the IWB while the
1028other children carried out similar activities on paper at their tables. He had also similarly
1029reminded all the children about the ground rules for discussion and collaboration in their groups.
1030The children, Natalie, Adam, and Noah, begin their first task by agreeing what they have to
1031do and remembering between them how to use the IWB pen. They initially stand in a close
1032circle about two feet back from the IWB, reading what is on the screen. The children have some
1033previous experience of using the IWB, as evident in Natalie’s first comment (at 00.13:09):

10341035Q3It says “Cows eat grass. Draw a note what you think their teeth look like.” Where did,
1036where did… do you know where we clicked on last time to get it so you can draw?
1037

1038A few seconds later, after working out the drawing function and briefly agreeing that the
1039teeth are “not pointy,” they continue to consider an alternative view:

1040Q4Extract 1:

1041

1042
10451 104600.13:19 1047Adam: 1048They might have the same as our teeth,
1049because we can eat grass
1050

10522 105300.13:20 1054Noah: 1055They might, they might 1056

10583 105900.13:21 1060Natalie: 1061I really wouldn’t like to eat grass 1062

10644 106500.13:23 1066Noah: 1067But I don’t, I doubt they’ll have any canines, I
1068doubt they have canines. I doubt that.
1069

10715 107200.13:25 1073Natalie: 1074So what, so, so, do we all think that they’re
1075not pointy?
1076She is seeking confirmation of the
1077early quick agreement about this.

10796 108000.13:26 1081Adam: 1082Yeah 1083

10857 108600.13:26 1087Noah: 1088Yeah 1089

10918 109200.13:27 1093Natalie: 1094Um, so how shall we draw them? 1095
10961097
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1098In this early extract, we see that the group conversation is focused on the task, and each
1099makes a contribution toward the scientific task. Natalie (Line 3) follows Adam’s first
1100comment directly in a form of cumulative talk. Noah also offers an apparently supportive
1101response to Adam (“they might…,” Line 2), although this seems to act at least in part as a
1102means of allowing Noah time to formulate and express his own ideas during which he
1103introduces the word “canines” to the conversation (Line 4). There are individual
1104contributions, which can potentially build toward more collective exploratory talk, notably
1105in Adam’s early reasoning (“because we can eat grass …,” Line 1).
1106In this extract the children seem to be employing different types of experience,
1107knowledge, and thinking as they move collectively towards their goal of drawing the cow’s
1108teeth. At the start Noah is contributing relevant vocabulary—that is, “canines” (Line 4), and
1109the teacher notes that Noah had in fact completed a unit on Teeth and Eating at his previous
1110school. Natalie and Adam connect personal experiences and preferences, relating to their
1111own human teeth (Lines 1 and 3). Natalie takes a lead in directing the group toward the
1112drawing task (Lines 5 and 8).
1113As the activity proceeds, the children continue to refer to each other in the discussion,
1114interacting in a generally supportive and good-humoured way. There are some significant
1115nonverbal communications, such as when Adam draws two curves in the air, demonstrating
1116how he thinks the teeth should be drawn. He later makes the same gesture more
1117expansively with his whole body before articulating his ideas by asking, “How about sort of
1118like two lumps upside down?”
1119The children monitor and evaluate their progress and each other’s work, as when Natalie
1120receives Adam’s drawing efforts as: “That looks like an elephant’s foot!” and Adam then
1121comments on Noah’s later effort as “I’m not meant to be rude, but they look a bit like a
1122necklace.” They regularly erase unwanted work and begin to comment more explicitly on
1123the design aspects, talking about “putting lines on…” and using their own teeth as a model.
1124The children eventually reach the tiger. They quickly decide that tigers’ teeth are “sharp”
1125and “big” and then continue (see Fig. 3 for the outcome):

1126Q4Extract 2:
1127

1128
11319 113200.20:15 1133All: 1134Tigers eat meat, what do you think
1135their teeth look like?
1136Noah has the IWB pen.

113810 113900.20:17 1140Noah: 1141That’s obvious. 1142

114411 114500.20:18 1146Adam: 1147Sharp… 1148Pointing to his own teeth. Noah looks at
1149him.

115112 115200.20:19 1153Noah: 1154Yeah, they’re gonna have big canine,
1155BIG
1156

115813 115900.20:21 1160Adam: 1161Oh I’ve got an idea 1162He takes the pen from Noah and begins to
1163draw on the IWB a zig-zag pattern.

116514 116600.20:23 1167Noah: 1168…me seen tiger teeth, they are big 1169He is ‘dancing’ with his hands up and
1170speaking playfully in a rhythmic accent.

117215 117300.20:27 1174Noah: 1175No, they don’t look like that 1176

117816 117900.20:28 1180Adam: 1181No, they don’t, do they? 1182Adam starts to scribble over his drawing.

118417 118500.20:32 1186Natalie: 1187I think tigers’ teeth might have like
1188some, a few flat ones and then just
1189like quite spiky

1190She is pointing to her own mouth and the
1191two boys turn to look at her.

119318 119400.20:38 1195Adam: 1196Like these ones are spiky 1197Pointing to his own teeth.

119919 120000.20:39 1201Noah: 1202Yeah, like very short flat ones 1203Gesturing similarly to his own teeth, and also
1204pointing back towards a classroom picture.
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120620 120700.20:44 1208Natalie: 1209Those ones are quite spiky 1210

121221 121300.20:46 1214Noah: 1215Yeah, those. The canines are really
1216big like they’re related to dogs
1217

121922 122000.20:46 1221Adam: 1222Big 1223

122523 122600.20:49 1227Noah: 1228I’ve got a dog whose canines are
1229about that big
1230All the children are now turned toward each
1231other in conversation, standing slightly
1232away from the IWB.

123424 123500.20:50 1236Adam: 1237I’ve got a puppy and his canines are
1238about that big.
1239

124125 124200.20:52 1243Noah: 1244Yeah, they’ll get to that big 1245
1246

1247

1248The children are all involved in this conversation, which has features of both cumulative and
1249exploratory talk. Cumulative talk appears, for instance, when the children are referring to their
1250own dogs’ teeth (Lines 23–25). There are signs of exploratory talk features in certain
1251contributions, such as Noah’s ideas (Line 21), although this is still not extended in conversation
1252between them. Many of the children’s ideas in this lesson only become fully communicated
1253with nonverbal gestures and references to wider personal and classroom experience.
1254Given that the main “problem” for the children is one of visual representation, it is
1255interesting to see how the drawing itself becomes an object of joint focus which provokes
1256evaluation and adjustment (“No, they don’t look like that,” Line 15). This apparent feedback
1257role of the drawing in turn appears to be supported by the large size of the screen to which the
1258children can refer together. The teacher reflected this view in his own final written comments on
1259collaborative IWB use: “It is also apparent that the large size of pictures and text on the screen
1260enable all members of the group to be immediately involved in the new task, without competing
1261for a good view, worrying about paper orientation or straining to see a smaller font size.” The
1262children made similar points in their later group interview:

12631264Q3On small paper you don‘t really have much room, but on that big whiteboard you
1265have loads of room.
12661267…if you had paper you‘d all be crowded around, it would be hard to hearwho‘s doing
1268what. It was easier to talk to one another.
1269

Fig. 3 “Animals’ Teeth”—the final IWB screen with the group’s drawing and writing
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1270In contrast with the Light and Dark group, this group focused first on the science topic
1271when asked in the interview what they thought their teacher wanted them to learn:

12721273Q3…about how to look after your teeth and what kind of different people and different
1274animals’ teeth are like.
1275

1276When the interview turned to what they thought about working together, their explanations
1277were immediately cognitive rather than primarily social:

12781279Q3…if we can discuss together and bring out our ideas and explain why, then sometimes
1280we can actually get better answers.
12811282…Three brains are better than one.
1283

1284They also, as with the Light and Dark group, reflect on how the IWB may help them to
1285communicate ideas to others although in this case their focus is more explicitly on
1286supporting understanding rather than on the general processes of acting on the task and
1287sharing ideas:

12881289Q3….you can go back and look at what you’ve done before and if you say one of your
1290ideas out loud then sometimes people can’t understand it and if you write it down and
1291do a diagram to go with it maybe it might help them understand it a bit more.
1292

1293The implication here is that, in comparison with the Dark and Light group, this group
1294has assimilated productive communicative skills and attitudes to the extent that their prime
1295focus in the lesson is visibly on scientific reasoning and problem solving rather than on
1296dealing with social relations or technical difficulties. They do enjoy the IWB work—Noah
1297says that “The whiteboards are very cool things”—they learn more about its functioning as
1298they work, but they have collectively moved past the novelty factor which appeared
1299significantly to influence the Dark and Light group.

1300Discussion

1301The two lessons analysed here highlight certain aspects of this form of CSCL which relate
1302to the integration of the IWB with other classroom learning systems and resources, and the
1303nature of progression in children’s activity and learning. Both of these can be referenced
1304back to our working model of collaborative activity at the IWB (see Fig. 1, discussed
1305earlier) and both raise further areas for research.
1306With regard to integration, the Light and Dark group appear to experience a synergy
1307between the nature of the IWB task embedded by the teacher; the turn-taking routine
1308adopted from previous participation structures; the copy-and-paste function; the historical
1309lack of direct IWB experience; and the placement of the lesson at the start of a new science
1310topic. We might argue that the item-by-item task structure “fits” with the turn-taking
1311routine, as does the IWB function in only allowing one image to be moved at any one time.
1312The novelty of working with the IWB motivates and structures the children’s persistence in
1313a task which has clear steps of progress in dealing (somehow) with each card to complete
1314the task—as the children see it.
1315The actual benefits of this type of integrated experience appear to be mixed in terms
1316of the children’s learning. However, this depends on the level and time of analysis. For
1317instance, in any one short extract of interaction the turn taking can be construed as
1318somewhat stifling and exclusionary in that the child with the pen either takes a
1319dominant lead in decision making or withdraws from the conversation (a phenomenon
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1320we have noticed in previous work). Separate task items (e.g., SEE and SUN) also differ
1321markedly in the extent to which they are likely to spark interest and higher-level
1322reasoning rather than the expression of factual knowledge. Yet over time the turn taking
1323and role switching seem to be functional on this occasion in allowing the group to
1324engage in a division of labour to gain IWB experience. They refer to their shared
1325history in terms of the technical copy-and-paste function, which comes to represent
1326their cognitive “many reasons.” The way that certain ideas can be traced over time in
1327the children’s conversation confirms that what they hear in episodes of silent listening
1328can be taken forward to subsequent conversations.
1329Overall, the Light and Dark group’s conversation and reasoning is not very scientifically
1330productive (with several examples of incorrect scientific reasoning in the lesson as whole).
1331However, the teacher’s stated aim for this lesson was to start the children’s talking to “activate”
1332their knowledge at the beginning of a new topic. In other classroom examples of similar types
1333of categorisation tasks, we found similar responses in the use of the copy-and-paste function,
1334but this had different results according to where the lesson was placed in a series of lessons
1335together with the teacher’s differing aims of either “activating” or “assessing” learning.
1336The question of the IWB’s integration with classroom learning systems and resources can be
1337related to the nature of progression in children’s activity and learning. The two groups in this
1338paper are clearly different in their orientation to the social or cognitive aspects of
1339communication, and the apparent learning outcomes also vary. For instance, the thinking of
1340the Dark and Light group moved toward the acknowledgment of multiple lines of scientific
1341argument, resolved by the children’s use in this lesson of the copy-and-paste function as a sort
1342of holding strategy. The Animals’ Teeth group more evidently shared their knowledge and
1343represented it collectively in their IWB drawing, but further observation would be necessary to
1344see how this feeds into their future science learning.
1345It is not clear from these two lessons whether the observed differences are primarily
1346developmental, contextual, or personal to each group, and our research design in this study
1347does not allow us to establish this. The Light and Dark group have formal knowledge of the
1348classroom “talk rules,” but their overt emphasis in practice is on the social management and
1349sharing of the IWB activity. In contrast, the Animals’ Teeth group are more explicitly aware
1350of the cognitive benefits of talking together and the IWB is not the same novel experience
1351for them. This group spends a considerable amount of the lesson in joint conversation away
1352from the IWB, focusing on what proves to be their main “problem” of representing their
1353ideas in their drawings. They do not attend to the management of their social participation
1354in the same way as the Light and Dark group, (although more detailed analysis of the
1355Animals’ Teeth lesson not included here suggests the operation of some unquestioned
1356social differentials in taking the IWB lead).
1357Integration and progression are both areas for further research, bringing in interrelated
1358questions about the type of task (at different points of learning), use of “talk rules,” social
1359participation, scientific knowledge building, and so on. In planning such research, a useful
1360starting point may come from our preliminary identification of certain types of IWB
1361functionality and classroom activity that are likely to provide educationally meaningful
1362starting points for such work (Mercer et al. 2010; Warwick et al. 2010). For instance,
1363discussion, refocusing, and referring to previous knowledge can be supported by the self-
1364pacing of screen transitions and the possibility of switching easily between screens to recall
1365previous IWB activity. Editing may use the features of copy and paste, object cloning, and
1366drag and drop, supported by easy slide transitions, hyperlinked pages, and video/audio
1367capability. Each of these activities may involve different uses of the large screen, the
1368surrounding physical working space, and other classroom resources. None of these
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1369functions belongs entirely to IWB use, and some may be better achieved in different ways
1370during different tasks, but they appear to offer examples of using the IWB tool effectively
1371in the primary classroom context.
1372In general, the IWB may be seen to offer support for easily feeding backwards and
1373forwards in the task structure, considering alternative possibilities as a group, externalising
1374thinking on the screen, referring to existing knowledge stored in the available screens, and
1375providing “online” contingent guidance and support in real time (without the teacher’s
1376physical presence). Our overall research also helped us to identify certain types of science
1377activities that may be particularly suitable for such uses, including the open-ended tasks
1378discussed in this paper; a series of cumulative tasks set up by the teacher and paced by the
1379children; tasks requiring the integration of web-based materials and peripheral technologies;
1380and investigative work requiring discussion, visual representation, and note-taking (e.g.,
1381science data analysis; planning experiments).

1382Limitations of research

1383It was accepted from the start of this research that it would not be easy in a relatively small-scale
1384study to isolate the effects of particular experiences of collaborative IWB-use on primary
1385children’s attainment in science. We aimed, rather, to focus on the processes and nature of the
1386children’s communication and collaborative activity at the IWB, maintaining close links to the
1387complex systems and structures of ordinary classroom practice.We assume that for some time to
1388come English primary teachers will be in the position of employing already embedded IWBs for
1389different purposes alongside other devices in the primary classroom environment. The specific
1390IWB focus in this study accepts its interrelationship with other classroom resources and activities
1391over time, and does not attempt to compare the IWB directly with alternative ways of supporting
1392children’s learning. In practice, the use of the IWB is inevitably located within wider classroom
1393activity. This research is designed to capitalise on this as far as possible by actively including the
1394teachers in the research process to incorporate their perspectives on learning and teaching in each
1395classroom context. However the open-ended case-based approach appropriate for this first
1396exploratory study could benefit in future research from a more systematic agreement within the
1397research group about types of activity to implement and compare between classrooms.
1398With regard to the analysis itself, in looking across episodes and cases it seemed to be
1399possible to relate certain types of cognitive activity to IWB functionality. For instance, in
1400many cases the IWB “page sorter” function (providing visible icons of pages available in
1401the given activity) served as an “external memory” for the children, and several teachers
1402explicitly exploited this in their planning. This is not to suggest a limited one-to-one
1403relationship between such IWB functions and certain types of thinking. Specific IWB
1404functions may have different uses, and children’s thinking can clearly be supported in many
1405different ways in the classroom (including more traditional reading, writing, and drawing
1406on paper). The attempt to link certain functions to particular task demands and thought
1407processes is intended to offer an initial way of pinpointing where and how the IWB could
1408be used in the complex classroom activity system.

1409Conclusion

1410Our focus in this paper is to ask whether the IWBs now present in primary classrooms can
1411be adapted from their familiar role in teacher-led activities and used to support young
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1412children’s collaborative communication and thinking in classroom science activities. The
1413two lessons discussed highlight similarities and differences in a number of areas including:
1414the children’s use of classroom “talk rules” for collaborative communication and thinking;
1415the use of IWB functionality and working space; and the social routines and management of
1416participation. In the course of this research with primary teachers we developed a working
1417model of collaborative activity at the IWB (see Fig. 1, discussed earlier). This represents an
1418interacting system with social, cognitive, technical, and temporal dimensions. The research
1419suggests that the IWB can be used collaboratively in a variety of science activities closely
1420related to familiar classroom practice and the children can engage effectively in the
1421collective learning experience that we have called the “shared dynamic dialogic space.”
1422However, this is by no means certain on every occasion. As we found in certain classroom
1423examples not included in this paper, productive collaboration can be particularly disrupted
1424by technical difficulties and by children’s sometimes limited skills in communicating and
1425working together productively.
1426There are undoubtedly potential disadvantages of IWBs in primary classrooms,
1427including regular technical glitches, placement problems on crowded walls, health and
1428safety issues relating to the light sources and screen quality, and so on. When technical
1429issues became frustrating, groups in our study responded differently, either developing a
1430collective self-efficacy through discussion which helped to bond the group practically, or
1431abandoning the task quickly and seeking the teacher’s help. We may be seeing an
1432amplifying effect on social relations and inclusion due to the combination of technological
1433challenge, collaborative activity, and learning focus: when the technology is very visible
1434and possibly frustrating a group of children may become either more collaborative or more
1435differentiated in their complementary role taking.
1436A fundamental principle is that the IWB use cannot be productive in itself if there are
1437significant disruptions to the children’s collaborative communication and activity. Basic
1438conditions for success, which need to be established in the classroom, include the children’s
1439joint understanding of the task, their positive motivation and responsibility for learning, and
1440their active support for each other. In practice, for any group of children, this type of CSCL
1441therefore depends in part on certain wider factors relating to the teacher’s scaffolding
1442strategies, the influence of classroom social routines and structures, and the productive use
1443of “talk rules” for conversation and collaborative reasoning (Mercer et al. 2010; Warwick et
1444al. 2010). This is not a simple “all-or-nothing” finding about IWB use for collaborative
1445purposes. The groups discussed in this paper are captured at a certain stage in their collaborative
1446learning with the IWB and neither demonstrates extended exploratory talk (unlike some others
1447we observed, Mercer et al. 2010). The teachers are similarly in the process of adapting their
1448professional knowledge about IWB use. Our evidence about children’s uses of the IWB in
1449their collaborative groupwork demonstrates a highly integrated system of physical activity,
1450spoken dialogue, and nonverbal communication, taking place in an identifiable classroom
1451space with the IWB and other classroom resources. The knowledge building of children and
1452teachers is best judged in context and over time.
1453The research approach highlights the need to look at the complex interrelated systems of
1454social interaction, communication, and cognition in classroom learning, as orchestrated by
1455the teacher. These are identifiable at different levels of analysis, ranging from the “micro-
1456level” operations of talk, gaze, and gesture between the children, to the lesson episodes
1457discussed in this paper, to the longer term interplay over time between teachers’ decisions
1458and actions, general curriculum demands, children’s development and learning. As Lemke
1459and Sabelli (2008) discuss, the analysis of education as a complex system is important for
1460setting research agendas and supporting educational development.
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